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Recent work has indicated increasingly that, in nuclear reactor theory, the
bthematical concepts of critical neutron distribution, effective multiplication
:tor k, and importance function, depend essentially on the positivity of the multi-

cative process relating successive events in random neutron histories. This has
eady been demonstrated in both the discretel and continuous2 multigroup ap)ximation. The purpose of this note is to sketch a proof of the same principle,
the context of neutron transport theory. 3
Accordingly, we consider the vector position x and velocity u of emission of a
itron, after fission, as a point w = (x, u) in phase-space 2.

Such a neutron may

dergo scattering, fission, or absorption in its next interaction with a nucleus;
let S, F, A denote the associated (linear) operators co -

to'

on 2. These define a

idom process on 2; in an infinite reactor, for which escape is impossible, S +
+ A defines a Markoff process (hence a stochastic process). Unfortunately, the
erators S, F, A are highly singular.
To treat them rigorously, we let B,(Q) denote the Boolean a-algebra of all Borel
)sets W of 0, with respect to the natural topology of Q. We let 2?(Q)= L,(B~(Q))
the linear space of all a-additive valuations on B,(Q). It follows4 that ?(9) is
abstract (L)-space, and in particular a Banach lattice; since B,(2) contains a
ntinuum of atoms (points), it is highly nonseparable. Each valuation v(W)
ers to the expected number of neutrons emitted from W; it has4 a unique decomsition v = v+ + v- = ad - ad' into disjoint nonnegative resp. nonpositive comnents. Hence, letting a = v+(Q) and d = v-(S), each v e ?(2) has a unique

)resentation as a linear combination of distributions,4 or nonnegative a-additive
luations with d(Q) = d'(2) = 1.

Intuition suggests that S, F, A should carry positive valuations into positive
luations. Moreover, if v is the neutron yield for fission (assumed constant bev), and vP:

co-* 0', is the operator connecting fission neutrons emitted in suc-

ssivegenerations, then we should expect
P = (I + S + S2 + ...)F

= (I - S)-F.

(1)

establish these intuitions rigorously, from the usual3 definitions of S, F, A as
gular integral kernels, we proceed as follows; the case of S is typical.
For each o e Q, scattering from

to

is only possible to a subvariety

V(w); the ker-

.s of transport theory3 are usually Riemann integrable on these V(w), with respect
Lebesgue measure in V(o). Hence, for any Borel set W1 < Q2,the integral
S(w --o W1) = f

S(c,

o')dm(o') over V(w) n W,

(2)

lefined and nonnegative, with S(o ->- 2) < 1. For fixed W1, moreover, S(w -- W1)
t Borel function of the o et2. Therefore, the Stieltjes integral
f

S(w

-

Wl)dv(o)

= Vs(W1)
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(3)

defined for v E ?(0),
vious that

as a a-additive

0 < Vs, V ,
mnce, the operators S,
erators on the Banach
fined, and that I!P| ?
We now consider the
For
icative processs.6
cation factor k, critical
in will be based on an

valuation

anLd

vs e ?(Q).

IIvs1 +

|VF |<

Moreover,

if v > 0, it is

I|V|.

F, A belong to the Banach algebra5 of all bounded linear
It follows that the expression
lattice ?(02).
(1) is well
1.

linear probabilistic
operator P; it defines a (linear) multieach P, v, we shall define the concepts of effective multineutron distribution,
and importance
factor.
The definiextension7 of the Theorem of Jentzsch, which was derived
in mind.
th the present application
In the extension,
C = ?+(2)
denotes the "cone" of nonnegative
elemenrts of
The linear operator T is called "uniformly positive"
the set of v+(W).
W)-i.e.,
?(W) if and only if, for some fixed e e C and finite positive number K,
Xe < fT

< KXe for any f e C and some X = X(f) > 0.

(4)

P is uniformly positive, then7 the neutron distrisome power P' of a nonnegative
o. Moreover,7
tion fP"/l
fP I| tend to a fixed limiting critical distribution dc as n -

some unique criticalfission yield v,,
V,nfPn = f(VcP) n-

dc,

(5)

The effective multiplication
factor k =
convergence.
a[f] = 0,
subspace S:
Finally, P admits a unique invariant
Vc, very simply.
=
The bounded, nonnegative
which the spectral radius of P is less than y
v,-1.
aois the importance functional of the transport model in question.
.ear functional
To apply the preceding argument to any particular reactor model, it suffices to
r'. We first consider bounded reactors,
of some
monstrate the uniform positivity
the often treated3 model of monoenergetic
(and
neutrons, and isotropic scattering
In this case, we can replace Q by the reactor
frame.
sion) in the laboratory
The classic device of
of scattering
on u.
,main X, ignoring the dependence
P4
is
that
iteration
shows
uniformly positive with
loothing integral kernels under
fissionable
of
provided all cross sections are
material,
spect to the density e(x)
the sense

of stochastic

,unded above (no "black" control rods).
If one assumes that all cross sections
S1, Zf, SC are bounded above, together with
an
of
e probability
angle 0 (even as 0 4 0?), then one can easily
scattering through
is
ow that each Sn(o -- Wi)
uniformly bounded above in comparison with m(Wi),
> 4. If one assumes a limiting behavior for scattering of, and fission by, "slow"
.utrons (as u -- 0), then the upper bound will also be uniform in m > 4. Hence
bounded above by a constant multiple of e(Xi), the
'(w -> Wl) will be uniformly
nount of fissionable material in X1, for subsets WI = X1 X U consisting of all (x, u)
of
If 2S is bounded away from zero, together with the probability
th x e Xi.
-If
exists.
the
lower
bound
a
similar
0
then
0
as
180?),
(even
attering through
or even just bounded above and below in direction over
,sion yield is isotropic,
of (4) for P4 becomes trivial.
e neutron velocity-range
considered, the verification
The

preceding

results

refer

to stationary

nuclei

(the

usual
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zero-temperature

Detailed proofs, together with a discussion of the extension
,proximation).
adia at positive temperature ("Doppler effect"), will be presented elsewhere.

to
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Consider

the sequence

{sj}
Sn+h

defined
+

alSn+h-1

by
+

. .

+

ahSn

=

0

iere h is fixed while the a's and Sl, . . . , sh are given rational integers.
It is, in
if we use the Thueneral, an unsolved
problem to find effectively (especially
all the solutions
their number to be finite) for a
egel-Roth
method)
(assuming
ven c, of the equation
Sm = c
e consider

a rather

special

(m = 1, 2, 3,...)

case of this general

problem

(1)
in that we wish to find a

terminable constant go such that
ag0+ fg

> c

g > go = go(c)

for

(2)

iere g is a positive integer and a, f are the roots of x2 - x + X = 0.
Here X is
D. J. Lewis, M. Dunton, S. Chowla, and I have solved this
positive integer >1.
oblem for the special case X = 2 and the solution rests essentially
on my Theorem
below.
(So far it has not been clear how one can extend Theorem 1 to the case
> 2.)
Write
s(g)
len we have
THEOREM 1.
lution g = 2?.

= a' + P9,

1

V (3- 7

a,

(3)

For given 0 > 2, the equation (in g) s(g) = s(20) has only the trivial

One also has the result (which will not be proved in this paper).
THEOREM 2. For given c, the equation (in g) s(g) = c has at most two solutions.
We need the following Lemmas for the proof of Theorem 1.
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